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QUESTION 1

Consider that in your company you are handling lot number tracking of items. Which two statements are true regarding
lot management? (Choose two.) 

A. Once can allocate the Inventory against the lot number during waving against an Outbound Order. 

B. After performing the Putaway of an IB LPN, which is having the lot number, the lot number will not be transferred to
the Active location. 

C. A received IBLPN can have multiple lot number-tracked SKUs with different lot number inventory at any point of
time. 

D. A batch number in the Batch Management UI has to be always linked to an expiry date. 

Correct Answer: AD  

 

QUESTION 2

The customer wants to change the items and quantities on an existing order in the WMS Cloud. Identify the method they
can use to achieve this. 

A. The customer may send a "Cancel Order" transaction via integration just before the order is shipped. 

B. The customer may send a replacement order by sending a new order and referencing the original order in the "Order
Number to Replace" field prior to shipping of the original order. 

C. Once the order is Shipped Confirmed, the customer may adjust the items and quantities via their maps. 

D. The customer may change the items on the Order in the UI at any order status. 

E. The order cannot be changed and must be processes as is. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client finds it easier to read reports without repeated values. The client shared an example report to demonstrate
the way they want their columns to be displayed. 

What action should you take to make your report look like the example report provided by client? Report A: A. Select the
Hide Repeated Values icon. 
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B. Select the Hid Common Values icon. 

C. Select Chart Wizard, and delete repeated values. 

D. Select the Suppress Duplicate Values icon. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are the Inventory Control Supervisor at your employer\\'s East Coast facility. Your employer is a 3PL, 

and your customer is a large company that is also serviced out of the other 3PL facilities. As you start the 

shift, your Inventory Control team members inform you of a significant change in the RF Cycle Counting 

process. 
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Lost IBLPNs are now updates with a "00" lock code rather than the expected "LL" code. 

Which scenario is causing this issue? 

A. You dismiss the concern because a change in the lock code has no impact on either the WMS Cloud or host
inventories. 

B. Your counterpart at the 3PL\\'s other facility changed one of the cycle counting company parameters and that
impacted your workflow for that same company. 

C. An inventory team member in the other facility marked a lost case with "00" lock code causing all subsequent lost
cases to be defaulted to the same code across all LPNs for all company/facility combinations. 

D. While counting LPNs at a location, one of your team members marked a lost case with the new lock code. The new
lock code is stored in system memory and applied to all IBLPNs counted as "Lost". 

E. One of your inventory team members changed his/her RF parameter default lock code causing the same
configuration change to propagate to all users in the facility. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has two facilities, one in California, and the other in New Jersey. The California facility needs to
exclusively check the quality of each item on receiving whereas the New Jersey one need to exclusively perform Value-
Added Service (VAS) on each unit during receiving and shipping. Identify the Location Types that are required to be
defined in the Oracle WMS Cloud to receive the items at the California Facility. 

A. Reserve and VAS 

B. Active and VAS 

C. Reserve and QC 

D. Active and Reserve 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

You are the inventory control superuser of a warehouse and need to audit all the cycle count activities done by the
operators before they are communicated to the host system from WMS Cloud. You are responsible for the cycle count
functionality configuration of the warehouse as well. This warehouse was newly bought by your company. Your
company is a 3PL and this new warehouse will be used for a new client of your company. Which four tasks do you need
to complete? (Choose four.) 

A. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to off. 

B. Audit the Pending records in the Cycle Count Adjustment screen. 

C. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to on. 

D. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for your company. 
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E. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the company that you are configuring. 

F. Set the facility parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the new warehouse. 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

 

QUESTION 7

Your customer wants to store the inventory to Active and Reserve locations after receiving. Inventory is 

received in cases pack quantity and assigned to an IBLPN. Inventory is categorized to Bin Shelves and 

Bulk flow items and the items dimensions are available in WMS Cloud. 

Which three putaway configurations are required to meet this? (Choose three.) 

A. Locations Size type and Item Putaway item should be configured prior to Putaway 

B. Putaway rule overrides Putaway priority and selects the location based on the item dimension 

C. Putaway rule will act according to the Priority defined. 

D. This is not supported in WMS Cloud. 

E. Selection Criteria will evaluate and apply the Putaway priority. 

F. Putaway priority will drive the location selection. 

Correct Answer: AEF 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which Inventory screen should you use to configure the Inventory Adjustment Code in Oracle WMS Cloud? 

A. IB LPNs 

B. Reason Codes 

C. Items 

D. Inventory Lock Codes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12448_01/rms/pdf/rms_rfm_br/1413/html/ug/ chapter5.htm#CHDBFGEA 

 

QUESTION 9
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What is true about emailing a scheduled report? 

A. You cannot customize the subject of the email 

B. You can email reports in HTML format 

C. The person receiving the email must have an email registered with a username in the system 

D. You can add an additional filter for a specific scheduled report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

The above diagram shows a typical Third Party Logistics (3PL) structure. Identify the Facility, Company, and User
levels, as applicable, in sequential order (that is, the proper label for box 1 is listed 1st in sequence). 

A. 1=Facility 1, 2=Company 1, 3=Company 2, 4=Super User 1, 5=Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

B. 1=Parent 3PL, 2=Facility 1,3=Facility 2, 4=Company 1, 5=Company 2, 6=Company 3, 7=Company 1 

C. 1=Company 1, 2=Parent 3PL, 3=Company 2, 4=Facility 1, 5=Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

D. 1=Super User, 2=Parent 3PL, 3=Company 1, 4=Facility 1, 5-Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

In WMS Cloud, which two statements are true about WMS BI Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. WMS BI Cloud is available for use out of the box 
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B. WMS BI Cloud allows users to create reports by creating SQL queries 

C. Tables in WMS BI Cloud are referred to as categories 

D. By default, the WMS BI Cloud functionality is disabled 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two packing transactions do not require you to open up an IB LPN (Everything will go in the box)? (Choose two.) 

A. Pick Cart Transaction 

B. Distribution Transaction 

C. PackNC Transaction 

D. PackLPN Transaction 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You want to wave three orders. Two orders had the same route number in the order header, and the other order didn\\'t
have a route number. You want to make sure the orders are assigned to the same load. What should you do or check? 

A. Change company parameter WAVE_ASSIGN_LOAD to One load per wave 

B. Change the Task selection criteria to be configured to assign by load. 

C. Add another route number to the third order. As long as they are waved together, they will be assigned to the same
load. 

D. If they all have the same "Ship to Name" and "Ship to Address 1", they will be assigned to the same load. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify three valid statements related to IB Sorting. (Choose three.) 

A. IB Sorting can be done by Manual and System driven method 

B. IB Sorting is done after Putaway 

C. IB Sorting will group SKUs with different Putaway type and build in a single pallet 

D. IB Sorting is done before Putaway 
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E. IB Sorting is done based on Putaway Priority. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 15

Select two true statements about Group Configuration. (Choose two.) 

A. Only the RF Menu uses the concept of Groups 

B. Users can assign specific access to activities by using Group permissions 

C. Permissions come already pre-assigned to standard Groups in the system and cannot be changed 

D. Users must log out when switching Groups 

E. User can belong to multiple Groups 

Correct Answer: BE 
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